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Miami – for immediate release – December 3, 2019 : The intricate geometry of femininity and
masculinity in space and time resonates through the works of the five women and one-man artists that
Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art presents at Context Art Miami, December 3-8, 2019 (booth C27).
“As always when I introduce the newest artworks from the artists I represent at an art fair such as Context
Miami, I aim to also curate an exhibition with a leading theme to create a full experience for visitors,
whether they are art experts or amateurs,” explains founder of the eponymous gallery Emmanuelle
Grelier. “Here, somehow, I have been drawn to painters and sculptors who suggest that we ought to think
differently about our positioning within the society and our surroundings,” she adds. “This is an
unbalanced—yet diverse gathering—of Five Women and One Man who share what I feel is a
contemporary feminine vision of the world.”
The artists that Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art presents in Miami consist of Beatriz Guzman Catena
(Argentina), Gigi Mills (United States), Laurence Perratzi (France), Lyndi Sales (South Africa), and
Anne de Villeméjane (France). One male artist from the UK, Hormazd Narielwalla, who is famous for
his series of paper dolls (including the 2019 sold-out series on Frida Kahlo that was presented last year in
Miami by Emmanuelle G. Contemporary) and his asymmetrical works on bespoke tailoring patterns,
complements the group.
“I strongly believe in promoting women artists,” adds Grelier who was
invited last June by Diane Von Furstenberg to speak on Women Vision
in Art at the DVF Studio in New York City. “We, as art dealers and
curators, have a responsibility to bring to collectors and art lovers the
best of what artists are producing, regardless of their genders—which
means, it can no longer be men-dominated-shows.”
The title of this Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art’s exhibition at
Context Art Miami, Five Women and One Man, emphasizes Grelier’s
desire to disrupt an otherwise still too male-led art market while making
sure the artworks shown reflect gender diversity. “Narielwalla is
possibly the most feminist of the group, both as a human being and as an
artist,” Grelier adds. “The poetic and forward-looking vision of our
society is what I am hoping to find with these artists; it is also what the
clients I work with throughout the United States are increasingly
expecting.”

Laurence Perratzi | La Terre Vue du Ciel

Anne de Villeméjane | Divinities

Among the women artists Grelier is presenting at Context Art Miami are two French sculptors. Figurative
artist Laurence Perratzi uses plaster, wood, fiberglass and jesmonite to create the illusion of a sculpted
female whose head evolves from a cloud to earth - symbolizing freedom and change. “This work is a true
statement of women’s power when their visions of the world are combined with leadership.” Power is
also defined through Anne De Villeméjane’s long, narrow bronze sculptures of women.
Although women are not directly
portrayed in the artworks of Cape
Town based artist Lyndi Sales, the
various colorful geometries of her
work clearly show what she calls
“the nature of our existence and
temporality.” Her Human Genome
series resembles a target, an
objective, a destination to reach, or
perhaps simply ambitions. In works
such as Some Things Are Inevitable
or The Veil Between Worlds
Evaporated, it seems easy to
imagine a newly balanced society
in which empowered women and
men can co-create, together, layers
of original dimensions and
innovative ideas.
Lyndi Sales | When the Doors of Dimensions Are Open to You

Lyndi Sales | The Veil Between Worlds Evaporated
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Hormazd Narielwalla | The Palace of Geometry No. 9 and 8

Hormazd Narielwalla’s art, which has been recognized lately throughout Europe, the gulf region and the
United States for its consistency and quality, seamlessly echoes Lyndi Sales’ works. His 2019 Palace of
Geometry series brings together colors, forms and shapes and gives way, here again, to a dimension so
culturally diverse that it allows all voices to be heard and seen.
For Beatriz Guzman Catena, these voices also express visual, spiritual and olfactive childhood
memories, and a search within oneself. Her self-portrait shows the conflicts between her ghostly past and
the inevitability of the present; and if doubts remains, the Argentinean painter lifts them up in her diptych
Flying Kites A and B joyful dream.

Beatriz Guzman Catena | Self Portrait

Beatriz Guzman Catena | Flying Kites A

Beatriz Guzman Catena | Flying Kites B
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This ambivalence between the gone-past and the joyful present characterizes
Santa Fe-based artist Gigi Mills’ newest Night Sky series of painting
“Laundry.” Mills transforms here her personal grief into a determined happy
movement, “as if the woman on the painting was dancing under the eternal
loving presence of her dog,” Grelier muses.
“I have been inspired by the humanity of these Five Women and One Man,”
the founder of Emmanuelle G. Contemporary says.
“What I have loved—and
what I want to share at
Context Art Miami—are the
numerous stories each of their
artworks tells on what we can
achieve together.”

Gigi Mills | The House on Salazar

Gigi Mills |
Night Sky, Laundry,
When Clothespins Look Like Birds

Born in France, Grelier first worked in fashion in Paris,
London and New York. Her passion for contemporary
art—born out of years spent at auction’s houses,
museums and galleries—led her to change her
professional path. She first worked for a leading gallery
in New York City before launching Emmanuelle G.
Contemporary Art in Greenwich, CT.

Grelier has participated in many art fairs in the United States, including in
New York City, Bridghampton (NY), Chicago (Illinois), Houston (Texas),
San Francisco (California), and Seattle (Washington). The 2019
presentation at Context Art Miami is her second participation in Miami
Art Basel Week. Turning a landmark former bar in New York lower east
side into an experiential pop-up, she also created the Down To Earth
exhibition in September 2019 in collaboration with Himmejord Art.
Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Arts represents a range or artists—from
emerging to established, “but they all share authenticity,” Grelier says.
Through them, “I would like art to be back to what it should be: a poetic
vision of the world, and nothing else,” she adds.

See all art on ARTSY | Follow on Instagram:
Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art: @Emmanuelleg.art
Beatriz Guzman Catena: @guzmancatena
Gigi Mills: @gigimillsartist
Hormazd Narielwalla: @narielwalla
Laurence Perratzi: @laurenceperratzi
Lyndi Sales: @Lyndi_sales
Anne de Villeméjane: @annedevillemejane
Context Art Miami: @artmiamifairs #CONTEXTartmiami
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About the artists exhibited at Scope Miami by Emmanuelle G. Contemporary Art

Beatriz Guzman Catena was born in Argentina. She now lives and works in France. Catena studied Architecture at
the University of Buenos Aires, where she graduated in 2001. In 1999, she received a Fellowship from the Fondo
Nacional de las Artes, a cultural public organization created in Buenos Aires in 1958 to promote cultural,
educational and literary activities in Argentina. Guzman Catena was selected by Follow Art With Us as one of the
successful upcoming artists in France.
Gigi Mills was born in Ohio into the well-known Mills Brothers Circus family. Artistic forms all kinds were
encouraged, but it was not until many years later Mills began teaching herself to paint. Though she is influenced by
several of the early and mid-twentieth century painters such as Milton Avery, she has developed a style distinctly
her own. She has been exhibited throughout the world since 2002, including in China (Zhangjiaie, 2009), Italy
(Florence Biennal, 2007), France (Galerie Concha de Nazelle, 2011), New Orleans (Galery Orange) and Santa
Fe (GF Contemporary).
Hormazd Narielwalla is a London-based artist who works largely collage. Narielwalla uses materials such as
bespoke Savile Row tailoring patterns, and their antiquarian and contemporary trade counterparts, to create artworks
exploring the body in abstract form. The works, he says, are a meditation on the human condition.
In September 2016, Narielwalla won the Paupers Press Prize at the International Print Biennial in Newcastle,
UK, resulting in a new commission to be shown at the Royal Academy of Arts London in April 2017. Since
Narielwalla’s first Solo Show, Study on Anansi, was sponsored and exhibited by Sir Paul Smith in 2009, he has
developed a permanent presence and critical acclaim in the academic and commercial art world alike. Four of
Narielwalla’s works have just been acquired by the Victoria and Albert Museum in London for their permanent
collection. Narielwalla is also featured as the Artist-In-Focus in the September / October issue of Christies’
Magazine.
Laurence Perratzi is a French figurative artist exploring the body’s expression. Her work is a reflection on
movement strongly influenced by her athletic background where poise and balance are paramount. The figures
challenge gravity with subtle poses or sometimes snapshot of body in action.
She started to work under the tuition of various sculptors such as Jean-Charles Mainardis, Jan Buckley and Hywell
Pratley. Her first exhibition was held in Paris in 2003, and she is now exhibited in London as well as in Paris,
Singapore, Brussels and the United States. Her work has also been displayed in the Adornes Domain Museum in
Bruges, at the Royal Opera of London, the “Residence” of the French ambassador in London and the lobby of
prestigious London Hotels such as The Waldorf.
Lyndi Sales (Cape Town, South Africa) has been creating a series of installations and artworks for the past sixteen
years. Her constructions made of intricately cut Perspex, paper, rubber, fabric and stone often shed light on the
fragile nature of our existence and temporality.
She has held solo shows internationally at Galerie Maria Lund in Paris, Toomey Tourell in San Francisco and M
Contemporary in Sydney – and locally in South Africa at the Goodman Gallery, the Everard Read and
Whatiftheworld galleries. She has participated in numerous groups shows in South Africa, the USA, Austria, the
UK, Holland, Germany, Denmark and Australia. Her works can be found in major collections locally and
internationally.
Sales has taught at the Michaelis School of Fine Art at the University of Cape Town and at the University of
Stellenbosch. Sales represented South Africa at the 2011 Venice Biennale. She was a merit award winner in the
ABSA Atelier Awards, a recipient of the Vermont Studio Center grant and has participated in residencies at the
Vermont Studio Center as well as the Frans Masereel Center in Belgium.
Anne de Villeméjane is an established French artist, residing in New York. Her sculptures in bronze, crystal or
cement, are exhibited in galleries and major art shows in the United States, Europe and Middle East.
“Anne de Villeméjane’s work explores femininity; she creates delicate, elongated, quiet women. Their poses are
reflective, pensive, maybe pre-occupied even. The artist depicts women from the point of view of her inner life, as
the works go beyond portraiture to reach the essence of womanhood,” wrote Art historian Barbara Sthelé.
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